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“He hams it up so vigorously that
you want to garnish him with
cloves and a slice of pineapple.”
-Peter Travers

Power-Pointers

By John Earnest ~ Daily Bull

Have you ever found
yourself
giving
an
in-depth,
nuanced presentation
of a complex issue? Nah, me neither. In this stepby-step guide, I’ll
walk you through the
process of pulling a
talk out of your ass
thanks to the boundless power of modern
presentation tools.
THE INTRO: This is
vital.
The
first
slide of your presentation has the
highest
probabil... see Bulletz on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Slipping on the Ice!

Congratulations!1
By Mike Cardwell ~ Daily Bull

Mr. or Mrs. current resident or squatting
occupant,
You have been selected2, due to your
credit history, to be solicited by our
credit card company for a brand new,
great offer you’ll never take advantage
of. Should you choose to buy into this

scam, you can shop and get 1x, 2x,
or even 3x the points you would get
if you never used the card. There are
“countless ways to reward yourself,”
says the advertisement we know you
got, “as long as you don’t expect us to
reward you, too.” Benefits from such
companies as Enterprise Rent-A-Car,
Sony, and the Cheesecake Factory will
leave you simply writhing in points. “Get
points for the things you need. Redeem
them for the things you want3,” wistfully

HOLD THE
PRESSES!
Dining Services
announces...

The Keweenaw Commons food court is now
open LATER! If you’re on campus and hungry,
it’s the place to go until 8 PM! Plus... see reverse

states our loftily worded paragraphs
of money nonsense, all for no annual
fee for the first year, and only $1.50n
each day thereafter.

Sudoku

Luckily4, due to your impressive credit
history, you may qualify for triple
points at an obscure online shop-

ping center, double points when
you procure junk from this particular
credit card’s monopoly friends, and
regular points on “virtually every dollar
you spend.” “There is no expiration
date,” reminds our company, “and
absolutely no limit to the amount of
debt we want to see you in.”
Just a few of the multitude of countless uncountably 5 many ways to
reward your many selves include
choosing “from a wide array of dining
options – from casual to upscale.”
With this new card, you could consider scaling-up your college dining
options from ramen, chicken fingers,
and pizza to canned vegetable soup,
... see SPAM on back

Cataclysm
coming up.
Buy Monster
Stock.

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Researchers have discovered pizza has the same
effects on your brain as marijuana. They discovered
something else too, but i can’t remember what.
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

... you can win awesome
prizes from Dining
Services, mostly
EDIBLE. YUM!
Just clip out this ad
and drop it in the box at
the food court. There
will be WEEKLY
winners! HOORAY!
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... SPAM from front

eggs, and slightly better pizza, the
card could yield great rewards for
purchases by individuals such as (your
name here).

Your name:
____________________

Should you take advantage of this gold
card’s benefits, you could also be the
first to get exclusive tickets to some of
the best seats to concerts you don’t
care about, theaters far from your
home, and public sports and family
locations you couldn’t care less about.
You could even shop at a variety of
retailers, including apparel, home
improvement, electronics, and other
crap you buy anyway, “you miserable
conformist consumer6.”

Your email address:
____________________

THE DEFINITION: How can
you possibly explain something you haven’t defined?
If your first reference and
second slide aren’t from
the Merriam-Webster dictionary, you’d damn well
better be using American
Heritage. Bonus points if
... Bulletz from front
ity of being seen by hu- you use the proper diaman eyes. It needs to be critical marks for the
dynamic, eyecatching, and, pronunciation guide.
most importantly, correctly spelled. Use a back- ESCALATING TENSION: Now
ground template with some- is the time for charts,
thing thoughtful, like the graphs, pictures, clips
open pages of a leather- of other lectures, and any
bound book. Consider add- concrete facts you could
ing a subtitle like “a vaguely pass off as being
material.
survey” or “signs of our introductory
times” to demonstrate the Ostensibly, you are laying
weightiness of the topic. groundwork for arguments
For a more lighthearted and points in the slides
approach, open up with a to come. In actuality, the
Far Side or Dilbert strip purpose of this phase is
bearing a vague metaphori- to numb your viewers via
cal connection to the task information overload so as
at hand but that doesn’t to obviate coming to any
really have any true point. meaningful point.

THE CRUISE: At this point,
your audience should be in
a hazy stupor. Avoid any
sudden movements or loud
noises that might break
the trance. Flit quickly
from slide to slide and
ramble as you choose. A
quick Google Images search
with your topic as the
keyword should yield a
rich supply of filler images- some even come with
built in captions!
POP-AND-DROP:
Once
the
Cruise has consumed sufficient time, you need
to make a quick getaway.
With no warning, slam up a
cryptic “references” page
full of crowded-together
wikipedia URLs, pause for
half a beat and then exit
the slideshow. Questions,
anyone? No? Alright then,
Awesome- peace, I’m out.
Grab you flash drive and
run for the door.

1 “Congratulations!” may be restricted
to deserving recipients only, at the
discretion of the reviewer of the application you still have to fill out for the
card we preapproved you for. Note:
you might not deserve congratulations
2 you may not have actually been
“selected.” Don’t flatter yourself
3 upon future credit history review
and card approval, you may only
“need” or “want” things sold by
Enterprise Rent-A-Car, Sony, or the
Cheesecake Factory. Further “needing”
or “wanting” is subject to legal consequences and justice by firing squad
4 Once again, we don’t really know if
you’re lucky, per se. We’re not sending
this because we like you. We just want
you to buy junk you don’t need and
subsequently send us money.
5 may be countable
6 Yes, we saw you wearing your fashionable anti-capitalist Fidel Castro shirt.
You bought a shirt with a guy who
hates capitalism on it. Way to support
the cause, man.

